* static web sites edited only by me.
* Blackboard only for grades. mostly
* Links to BBS, Ap j BBS to be taken by me.
* Class photo? Must be done, but under new rules.

* Good deed points for classnotes
  HV solutions, TE solution,
  as follows:
To qualify:
- single PDF file by deadline,
- good contrast and resolution,
- ≤ 300kb per page, named
  yyyymm-dd - first-name- last-name.pdf, with all spaces
  replaced by underscores.
For classnotes: superficial correctness
For HV/TE: Excellent mark.
Your email must state: The attached PDF file is
submitted for consideration for good deed points for
MAT xxx and I permit Dr. Bar-Natan to
upload it to the class' web site and to keep
it there indefinitely.

name student #.

Points: up to 15 points will be distributed per
class meeting (one hour or two, no matter) of task.
Each qualified PDF submission s will be assigned
Each qualified PDF submission $s$ will be assigned a weight $W_s$ equal to 25 minus the number of good deed points earned by its author to-date; and submission $s$ will earn its author 

$$\min \left( 15 \frac{W_s}{5} \right)$$

further good deed points.

Better: up to 15 points will be distributed per class meeting (one hour or two, no matter) of talk. Each qualified PDF submission $s$ will be assigned a “claim” $C_s = \left\lceil \frac{25 - 9s}{5} \right\rceil$, where $9s$ is the number of points earned by the author of $s$ to-date. The 15 points will the be distributed between the claimants according to Talmudic Law.


Perhaps better: $C_s = \left\lceil \frac{25 - 9s}{5} \right\rceil$ as before, PDFs are published & claims satisfied for top 3 claimants (though more if ties). If there are enough points to satisfy all claims, each claimant will receive his/her claim. Otherwise the points will be distributed proportionally.

Deadlines will be extended if no claims are made. A spreadsheet will be publicly available.
A spreadsheet will be publicly available.